
Summary

Green Li-ion decided to implement the Engineering Document Management System (EDMS) module of
Wrench SmartProject. The module was hosted on the MS Azure Cloud server located in Singapore and
included built-in process flows based on industry best practices that were configured by the Wrench
team in just 48 hours. The complete EDMS system went live 5 days after user trainings were completed.

Solution

Green Li-ion’s main requirement was a robust
folder structure which had good user security to
enable properly-controlled access to their
documents. 

The challenge of setting up a document storage
depository with controlled access was met with
SmartProject’s Smart Folder functionality which
allows for easy retrieval of documents with its
powerful search engine. The search function with
both document references and contents was
much appreciated by the Green Li-ion team. Each
user was assigned specific roles in the document
workflow process and users were able to have the
tasks assigned to them presented in dashboards,
which helped in establishing accountability
across teams.

“The risk of accidentally using old versions
of a document is always present and this
can have disastrous consequences, as we
have seen time after time on infrastructure
projects. I’m happy to have given Green Li-
ion the absolute assurance that now every
user is always sure about using only the
latest revision of a document. So at least
one danger has been eliminated.”

K V Daniel
 CEO, Wrench Solutions

Green Li-ion, worlds first clean technology for
re-manufacturing Lithium batteries company
uses Wrench SmartProject EDMS

Result
Users are finding the SmartProject system very
easy to use and have expressed appreciation for
the implementation and support team they
received from the Wrench, both before and after
the Go-Live. 

“We are delighted with the SmartProject
technology and our experience of working
with Wrench. We’ve already renewed our
license for another year and are in talks
about adding more modules soon. Green Li-
ion is a future-oriented company and we
have big growth plans in the future and I
consider Wrench a trusted partner in
building that future!”

Ting Sheng Gan 
 Lead Engineer, Green Li-ion 

For more information on this project, please contact: getinfo@wrenchsolutions.com
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